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Iron Man is in the Movie

Fig. 002 Marvel Cinematic Universal Multiple Linear Regression

Marvel Cinematic Universal Multiple Linear Regression

INGREDIENTS:

This recipe card is a quick guide to the topics covered in this
post. The goal is to fit a regression model to Box Office USD
for Marvel Cinematic Movie releases.

Box Office USD
Release Month
Rotten Tomatoes Audience Score
Months Since Last MCU Release

*At the time of cooking Ant-man and the Wasp did not have
finalized Box Office USD data (This movie was excluded.)

Individual Series Life
Rotten Tomatoes Critics Score
Release Year
Is Iron Man in the Move?

DIRECTIONS:
1.

MCU Data extraction, transformation and load into R Studio

2. Evaluate data and understand confounding factors
3. Evaluate fit summary and plots
4. If necessary remodel (based on plots, how does your line fit to your data?)

5. Instead of going out for Shawarma, grab a stack of pancakes with the Avengers

Time to view our plots
perhaps?

There was an idea, to bring together a group of
extraordinarily Marvel Cinematic Universe data points to
build an algorithm when no other data would do.
Now, I know this isn’t the same as getting to play director
of shield but let’s have some fun (Warner Brothers take
note ☺ ).
I fit into a multi-linear regression the following variables:
Box Office USD (dependent variable), Rotten Tomatoes
Critics Score, Rotten Tomatoes Audience Score, Movie
Release Year, Movie Release Month, Months Since the
previous MCU movie was released, Release within
individual franchise and my favorite variable “Was Iron
Man in the Movie?”
.
Notable insights from my fit summary is “Was Iron Man
in the Movie?” shows the most significance (lowest P
value) and this model isn’t better than flipping a coin
(Adjusted R-squared: .4918).

As I analyze the plots output it’s clear this model is not fitting well. For determining fit I tend lean towards the Q plot, and the curve it is
showing leads to believe there isn’t a true linear relationship between Box Office USD and the variables I have on hand.
My step will be to attempt a quadratic approach and put some weight on variables I want to add some extra value too. Since this is movie sales
and the MCU has stretched over multiple years, I can’t help but wonder what economic factors are at play which may be confounding my data?

I’ve decided to add weight to the Movie Release Year and
the placement within the movie’s own individual
franchise. I’m making the assumption the last movie in a
trilogy on average earns more than the introductory
movie.
The model is now more complex and there’s a higher
value on the Movie Release Year. A causality of this
method (sorry RDJ) is the variable “Was Iron Man in the
Movie?” has lost some significance.
Reviewing my Q plot, and I see this regression model fits
better to our data (line through our snake, Hail Hydra!).
How about R-squared? Our Multiple R-squared is nearly
.95, but for a more practical use we’ll use the adjusted Rsquared of 0.6751. A quick note on P values and
significance as a whole, it’s really more of guide and
point of view, up to you the analyst to decide on value.

Movie Release YR: 0.163
Iron Man P Value: 0.243
Adjusted R-Squared:
0.68

This case study brings to the light the improvement of
storying telling within the MCU and RDJ reaching the
Hugh Jackman staple level.
Before we finish our pancakes let’s discuss some
practical uses of this regression model:
The variables used can be used in forecasting
A case study later on when Iron Man makes his MCU exit
Can be used to assess “Super Hero Fatigue”?
Thank you for stopping by, I hope you enjoy the movies
Disney and Marvel Studios are making and be sure to
check out more Geeky Analytics from Pancake Analytics.
As a courtesy from me to you, be sure to check out the
below Marvel themed pancake recipe.

